Crime Scene Investigation (CSI)
State Contest Information
DATE, TIME and LOCATION
Contestant orientation will be on Sunday, April 27st, at 6:00 p.m. in Promenade B of the Hyatt Regency
(Hotel name changed from Crowne Plaza Hotel), Tulsa.
The performance part of the contest will be held on Monday, April 28th at 8:30 a.m. in the Exhibit Hall at
the Tulsa Convention Center. Official light blue SkillsUSA work shirt, navy pants* and black work
shoes/boots or your program’s designated uniform and foot wear. Skirts and high-heeled shoes are not
permitted. Competitors may wear outerwear over their uniform meeting industry standards for crime
scene technical investigators. Clothing items (shirts, jackets, or caps) with identification of contestant or
school are prohibited.

CRIME SCENE INVESTIGATION PURPOSE
To evaluate a team of contestants’ ability to conduct a crime scene investigation.

CLOTHING REQUIREMENT
Official light blue SkillsUSA work shirt, navy pants* and black work shoes/boots or your program’s
designated uniform and foot wear. School patches or logos must be covered. Skirts and high-heeled
shoes are not permitted. Clothing items (shirts, jackets, or caps) with identification of contestant or
school are prohibited.

ELIGIBILITY
Open to a secondary and post secondary team of three active SkillsUSA members enrolled in programs
with law enforcement as the occupational objective. All team members must be from the same
SkillsUSA chapter.

EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS
1. Supplied by the technical committee:
a. Crime scene
b. Index Card that says “Memory Stick”
2. Supplied by the contestants:
a. Crime scene kit containing material necessary to conduct a crime scene investigation,
e.g., fingerprint backing cards, brushes, powder, eye protection, latex or non-latex
rubber gloves, crime scene tape, etc…
b. Digital camera (any style — quality of photography will not be judged).
c. Small pocket notebook for field notes
d. Pens and pencils
e. Flashlight

RESUME

All competitors must create a one-page résumé using a word processor and submit the résumé at the
pre-contest orientation meeting. There will be no scoring of the resumes, but there will be a penalty of
5% if any or all contestants on the Team fail to submit a resume at the pre-contest orientation meeting.

SCOPE OF THE CONTEST
The contest assesses the ability to perform skills related to the industry standards for the processing of a
crime scene.

KNOWLEDGE PERFORMANCE
The contest will include a skill-related written knowledge test assessing knowledge of the investigation
and processing of a crime scene.

SKILLS PERFORMANCE
The contest will include activities that simulate situations encountered by criminal investigation
professionals.

CONTEST GUIDELINES
1. Teams will draw numbers during the pre-contest orientation meeting to determine the order of
performance and demonstration times.
2. Contestants must work together as a team without assistance from instructors, other
contestants or observers.
3. No observers or advisors will talk or gesture to contestants during the contest. Judges will
disqualify contestants who accept assistance from observers.
4. Teams will have 30 minutes to work the crime scene and 30 minutes to prepare their evidence
for submission to the judge.
5. Teams will be given a “mock memory stick” index card at the pre-contest meeting to submit as
evidence during contest.

CSI CONTEST SCORING
The scoring for the competition will be comprised of four parts.
1.

25 question written examination over basic SkillsUSA knowledge.

2. 25 question written examination assessing knowledge of crime scene investigation and
processing. Value two points per correct answer. Individual points possible 50 per contestant
Total Team Points possible 150
3. Crime Scene Investigation
Contestants will be directed to a mock crime scene and briefed as to the situation. The
contestants will, as a team, investigate and process the crime scene. They will legally search for,
properly collect and remove evidence of the crime. Total points possible 420
4. Evidence Collecting, Packaging and Process

After the scene has been processed, the contestants will package all evidence, including a mock
photo flash drive, as if preparing the evidence for property room storage or the OSBI for further
testing and examination, and submit all evidence, a crime scene log, photo log, evidence log and
crime scene sketch to the judge. Total points possible 280
5. Total Possible Points 850

The score for the crime scene investigation written test, crime scene investigation, and evidence
packaging shall be combined and used as the determining factor in placement rating of the Teams.
Total C.S.I. Points Possible 775
In the event of a tie score between Teams, the score for the basic SkillsUSA knowledge examination will
be combined to the tying Teams to determine placement.
The maximum total tie breaking points possible are 75
CRIMINAL JUSTICE
EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS
1. Supplied by the technical committee:
All necessary materials for the contest
2. Supplied by the contestant:
a. Small pocket notebook for field notes
b. Pen or pencil
c. Flashlight
d. Duty Belt Containing a Minimum of: one Red or Blue gun with holster, one set of
handcuffs and handcuff case
e. Rubber medical/surgical gloves used by first responders

CRIME SCENE INVESTIGATION
EQUIPMENT and MATERIALS
3. Supplied by the technical committee:
a. Crime scene
b. Index card saying “memory stick.”
4. Supplied by the contestants:
a. Crime scene kit containing material necessary to conduct a crime scene investigation,
e.g., fingerprint backing cards, brushes, powder, eye protection, latex or non-latex
rubber gloves, crime scene tape, etc…
b. Digital camera (any style — quality of photography will not be judged).
c. Small pocket notebook for field notes
d. Pens and pencils
e. Flashlight
f. Duty Belt Containing a Minimum of: one Red or Blue gun with holster, one set of
handcuffs and handcuff case.
NOTE: The competitors that do not arrive with the required equipment and supplies will be
disqualified!
RESUME

All competitors must create a one-page résumé using a word processor and submit the résumé at the
pre-contest orientation meeting. There will be no scoring of the resumes, but there will be a penalty of
10 points if any or all contestants on the Team fail to submit a resume at the pre-contest orientation
meeting.

RULES and REGUALTIONS
From this competition, we will select a secondary and postsecondary contestant to represent Oklahoma
at the SkillsUSA Championships. Therefore, we will follow the national rules, regulations, and content as
closely as possible. We want our contestants to be prepared to compete at the national level.

AWARDS CEREMONY
Contest winners will be recognized during the Awards Assembly at 9:00 a.m. on Tuesday, April 23rd in
the Arena of the Tulsa Convention Center. Official SkillsUSA attire is required. According to the SkillsUSA
Championships Technical Standards - official clothing requirements are as follows: "For men: SkillsUSA
official attire: Official red blazer or jacket, black trousers, white dress shirt, plain black tie with no
pattern or official SkillsUSA tie, black socks and black shoes. For women: Official red blazer or jacket,
black dress slacks or skirt, with businesslike white, collarless blouse or white blouse with small, plain
collar that may not extend onto the lapels of the blazer, black sheer or skin-tone hose and black dress
shoes." Any contest winner who is not in official SkillsUSA attire will not be permitted on stage. The
student will be escorted behind the stage to receive his or her medallion and awards. The awards
ceremony is the "Showplace" of our state conference, and many industry guests and VIP's are invited to
present medallions and honor our students.
Should additional information be needed, please e-mail H.L. Baird at hbair@okcareertech.org.

